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SUMMAliY
Lift and elevato
I
hinge-moment Ohar.acte-ristios of R
hori~ontal tail, prov ded with various plain and balanced
ele~ators and mounted ~n a typical pursuit fuselage, were
measured in the ~ACA 7- by lo-foot wind tunnel at atti-
tudee simulating normal-fl.lght and spin conditions.
The lift effect%venees of the elevator was practicab-
ly Independent of the size of the aerodynamic balance.
The elevator with a large overhang was overbalanced
throughout some range of deflections and would therefore
require the nse of an unbalancing tab for satlafaotory op-
eration. Because, at angles of attack above the airfoil
stall, the elevator maintained about half of Its lift ef-
fectiveness, increments of lift can be obtained to upset
the spin equilibrium and effect a recovery if the elevator “
can be noved. The plain unbalanced elevator gen6rally
floated at lower negative deflections than did the balanced
elevator under spin condition. A trimming tab, defleoted
in the same direction as the elevator, presents a feasible
means of reducing the stick forces In a spin to a magnitude
the pilot is capable of exerting.
IiTgROI)UCTIOH
Becauee the trend of design of modern aircraft is
toward airplanes of high speed and large size, it has be-
come Increasingly necessary to reduoe the hinge moments
of the oontrol surfaces so that, for all condltlone of
flight, the control-stick forces are of a magnitude the
pilot is caya%le of applying. The reduotion of control-
surfaoe hinge moments must be accomplished in euoh a man-
ner ae to improve and not to tmpair the flying quallties
of the e.irplane. Xn an effort to solve this problem, the
lULCA is conducting cn eztenslve investigation of the
aerodynamic oharacteriatics of control surfaces. The main
ob:ectilves of this investigation are to arrive at a ra-
tional method for designtng airplane control surfaces, to
.
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deternlne the type of ’flap &r’ahgenient6 best suited for
use as a control surface, and to supply experimental data
for design purposes.. - - . -
The fundamental part of the HAO.A investigation is be-
ing nade in two-dimensional flow. Reference 1 presents
some theoretical consideration for airfoils with flaps
and some experimentally determined design parameters for “
plain flaps. of any chord. The effect of gap at the nose
of a plaln flap is given in reference 20 Section charac-
teristlos of a flap with a large, a ~mall; and a medium
aerodynamic balance of various nose shapes are reported
In references 3, 4, and 5, respectively.
Oertaln modern airplanes have such excessive sttck
forces in a spin th~.t tho pilot is unable to move the con-
trols to make a recovery. One purpose of the present in- .
vestigation was, therefore, to provide data on the aero-
dynamic characteristics of elevators at attitudes simulat-
ing spin conditions. This lnvestig~tion was also under-
taken to provide exgerlaental data on finite span, bal-
anced control surfacess nnd to help establish a correlat-
ion betveen the ch~racteristios in two-dimensional and
three-dimensional flow.
SYi~OLS AHD DEYIl?ITIOllS
..
The symbols use?. in this paper are:
OL lift coefficient (L/qs) .
OD drag coefficient (D/qS)
dh elevator hiage-monent
where
L lift of fuselage-tail
D dra~ of fuselage-tail
H elevator hinge” monent
q dynamic pressure .
.
8 horizontal tall area
coefficient (H/q~eSe)
combination
combination
.
----
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o
8t
A
alao
elevator are-~ ~-=.. . . .....”.‘ -
“mean geonetr~o .ohoti~.of tail . . ‘
mean geoqetrio ohord of elevator
mean geometrzo ohord of tab -
root-rnean=square chord of elevatox ‘
angle of attaQk of “tail mirfaoe
angle of yaw
elevator deflection with respect to stabilizer
(posltiYe with trailing edge deflected downward)
tab defleotl”on with respect to elevator (positive
with trailing edge defleeted downw~rd)
asject ratio
~cL(JCL* = —8=
etc.
zOwer-cQse letters are used to indioate sectlnn coeffi-
cients determined.tn the two-dimensional-flow investiga-
tions of references 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6. qhe subscript
indicates the factor held constant in deterulning the pa-
rameter,
.
4Certain terms as used in this paper cre define?. or
expla~ned as follows: .
..
1. ~he terms “flap~~. ‘control surface,n and.
Uelevatorm are used synonymously.
2. The terms ‘overhenga and ‘balanoei: “are used .
~ynonymously.
3. An ‘unbalancedw flap is a ~>laip flap with a
nose radius -approximately equal to the senithickness
of the airfoil seotion at the hinge axis,
4. The elevator chord is..neasured from the
hin~e axis to the trailing edge of the airfoil. “
5. The ovorhang Is ~easured fron the hinge ‘axia
to the nose of the movable surface. ,
APPARATUS &K) MODEL
The tests were maiie in the iTAOJ.7“- by 10-foot wl+d
tunnel describe~ In references 6 and 7. ~he uodel was
mounted in the conventional manner on the balanoe fark
for force-test neesarements. The elevator hinge mouents
were meaeured electrically by R callbrat~d torque rod lo-
cated insl?.e the fuselnge of the model. “
l!he plan form of tho horizontal tall tgstet. is shown
in Sigure 1. It had the following physical charaeteris-
tlcs:
.,
MU 0009 a!rfoil section .
se/s = 0.27
s = 257 sguere inches (includlng the area
projected through the fuselage)
b = 3.7
.
!iJagerrat!”o = 1.77:1 . ..
.
c .= 8.24,5 Inches
. .
‘e = 2627 .ihchee
Fe = 2.39 inches .
Ct = 0.20 ae
— —. ——.. . . . —---
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The tail eurfaoe wae. provid.ed with ln~e~ulitingeable
-..%lobks:.tti””’~%e-the followhg five arraa~dk~rit”s of balance-.....-..
(TIE; a):’ - “: . ~. . . ... .
,..
. . ... 9. . . .. .. .
.. .. .1%-. IJnbalanaed flab wtth blunt no~e : . ,“ : .2-.. ‘
... ,. -, ... . ..:.,.-.
cli -.:..”-”’-$ 2. 0.35ae balanae with blunt ‘nose . : :“.” - . ‘-
. 4,+:’0050tIe %alaaae tith blunk “libeo ~ “.~--’“-’-. ‘...~.
..f . . .. . .
.. .. ..
,:.. . ... ..
.-,
.. .. ..
‘5-. : ‘“0S5000 ba~ande with. sharp” nos~ ; : .-. - .;.-~“
.. .. ... .. ..
.... . . . . . “.+ ..”
“ ~he hertzontal tall eurface.~~s &uhted’ ok’a ho&l of
.. .
a typ’loal”purBvit ~%peiagp .(fig,. 2) at &n “angle 0$ lncl -
dekc~ of 2.3°. &lie fuselage juhoturp wak ftlletetl. The
model had no-.win~o. p~opeller, or. v@rt~oal.. tail. The eUt -
out fdr the wing through the fuselage was faired. tn. .
,.,.
The qleva$or.deflections were held. by a fri~tion
.OlarnF on t>e. torqug td~t; Zqh defle.otion~:yere h61d. by
the st~.ffneqs of bent bra~g wird. hinges. AII deflections
were set by. t6mplet s.” . .
. . . . .
.- TES9S . .J . .....-. .J
.. . . .. . J .-. ... . . . . . .-
..
.The teg$s.w~r~ ~add a$ “a.dynhrnla $res.sfireof 16.37
poUp@e. pe?.squqre fooi, .uhidh oorreepon~s. tb.a.vqlocity of
80 mt~es.peh hour uiider standard seatilev~l gon-ditions.
Based on the average chord of the hbr~idntal tailg”.the
test ILeynol&s number was.502sOO0. The effeotive lleynolds
number of the tests was 8C)~,0d0, the turbulence faotor of
the 7- my 10-foot atmospheric tunnel betng 1.6.
t. fri. ork13r/tii.i afnkqla~e 8p$n is well as p@l!m!aI-fl*ghfi
“eon~t~ion’so ‘thd.:rnodel@as te?ted. throughout an ~ngle70f-
attaclc tiange ’frtima’bout -10 0 tQ 47° hnd. th&ou&h a ~aw .
range from about -1OO. to 46°. Two gap var3ationb0 sealed
and.OoqO~a gap, .~erq lnveet~~atpd, .- .. , ..
... ... .. .. . .. ...- .. ..\.-
j~t.h” qtiglq~qf.-yaw;~rth~”model wa~’{e~tqd -throu&&t
‘the “angle=bf~at~ack ran e at el@sitor .def~e~tio?s of.6°0
~g “toi~t$e iinbal~noed elevator ,andOov Wloo”
h “?ooi an~ ;sO .at”5°. O , AIO,.O -15 , .and”~=20 ,for .th.+..balanaed elevh60r6.
W5th an”u”nkealbd &aps tests wbre.made at eaoh.elevator. de-
1 .—. —. ..—
6fleotion with the
tab was deflected
tab neutral: but, wtth a sealed gaps the
=lOO. 0°0 10°fifor eaoh elevator deflec-
tion. Eeadtngs were t&ken at 4W ~nerement s of .aagle of at~
tack in the unstall.ed range, at 1 increments durln’g the
transition from the unstalled to the stalled state, and at
5° Increments in the range where the tail surface was com-
pletely stalled.
All tests throughout the yaw .ran~e were made with a
sealed gap and with tab neutral~ In order to stnulate
yawed flight at trn~led attitudes., al% elevator
tested throughout the yaworan~e at 2.3 Oand 14.38 ~S~~a Of
attaok of the tail with 5 , .0 , and -10 elevator deflec-
tions. In order to simulate oonditlons encountered in a
&spin, a 1 elevato~s were tested throughout the yaw range
at 27.3 and 47.3 angle of attack with large elevatBr de-
flegttons. The unbalanced elevatorowas defle~ted -20 and
-30 an~ the balenoeil elevators -16 and “-20 for these
tests. Eeadings were taken at 6Q increments of angle of
yaw-throughout the yaw range.
The gap between the stabilizer and tie elevator was
0.005c whep unsealed. Sealing the gap was accomplished
by filllng it with a llght grease. All tests were made
with the tab gap sealed.
Tests were made of th~ fuselage alone throughout the
angle-of-a~tackorang$ et O yaw and throughout the yaw
range at O , 12 , 25 , an~ 450 angle of attack of the fuse-
lage . Because of the 2.3° angle
of attack of the f~selage equals
the tail minus 2.3 .
PB.ECISIOIT
of Inoidence, the angle
the angle of attaok of
Because of the small size of the tail surface tested,
no corrections were neoessary for the effeat of the tun-
nel walls. Strut-interference effects have also %een neg-
lected.
The angles of attaok were setoto within 30.1° and the
surface deflections to within to.2 . Values of lift and
drag coefficients were measured to within ~0.002 and val-
ues of elevator hinge-moment coeffioiente to within *0.003.
The d.ifferenoes In drag of the various elevators when neu-
tral aem not measurable; It was less than 0.002s
7. . . . . .
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Beaause”a primary purpode of bhese”tebts is-to furnish
data on f~filte b~latic~d control surfaqes, lift and.h3nge-
momefit ohar”acteristtoe an affeoted by angle .df.attti~k, an-
gle of”’yaw~ ‘bldwator deflection tab iiefle.otionta,and el-
eve,tor gd#..are @r6s6nted fos eao& .olfthe five alevathrs
teste”d. ~ecause”.the v~rioua tails. wer.qmoum-tdd on”’h fuse-
Iqge,. all the. charaoteri.qtios presented include. the” mutual-
interference effebts of the fuselage an& the h.ort~omtal -
tall. .. . . . .. .’.”
.. .
The character$a$ice Of the fuselage alone are pre-
sented in figure 3 as a function of ang.lo of dttaok at 0°
yaw and aa a fun”ction” of e.ngle of yaw at four angles of
attack.
qhe llft coefficients of”the vnrioua fuselage-tail
combinations and the oorrespondlng elevator. hinge-moment
coefficients are presented in figures 4 to 8 as a function
of anglo of att~.ck of the tail for several elev~tor de.
~lectfons with zero tab deflection. Part (r) of each fig-
ure presants these oharaoteTistics with the el~vator gap
semle~ with ~ease, And part (b) presents the data with
thie gap equal to 0.005c.
. .
“.
“The Ipcrjuents of lift coefficient- AdL of.the’.tail
surface. alone plus. interi’erenoe- ~jn-dthe corresl)ondlng in-
crenbnt..of ple~ator hinge-momenst coefficient jjCh caused
by angle of yaw Rre presented as a function of angle of
~ to 13 for eaoh. of the tails,yaw in figures . ~hese in-
crements were found by” dbdtiottng the oharacteristlcs of
the tail plus interferonoe in the unyavet!,oondimtion from
the ohar~oterlsttcs Of the yawed donc%tion, all other
factors being oonstant. Yhe lift of the tail alone plue
interference was found by deduct$ng the lift :of the fuse-
lage .slone.from that. of ”%be”fuselage-t,dil. combination at
,the acne ctti.tude. Parts (E), ‘(b),’ (d), and (d) of fig-
ures 9 to 13 gi~e the data .plQtted as .ti function of alrgle
of yatr for a Mfferent nngle OZ ettack -and for mever~.1
“ele~a~or “&eflbotions. The elevator-stabilizer gap was
sealed and the tab w“asneutral for the data presented in
these figures. ..
The Inorenent of lift coeffiolent of the fuselage-
tail combinations and the correspohdlng inogenent ofoele-
vator hinge-moment.coefficient caused by 10 e.ncl-10 tab
.
8defleetionm are pr.esentell @B a funotion of both angle of
attack ana elevator clefleotion in figuree 14 to 18 for each
of the five tails. These inoremente were found by deduct-
ing charaoteris.tics qf the model with tab neutral from
cha.racteristlcs wi$h the tab deflected, all other faotors
.be~ng constant..- Par.t (a) of figures 14 to.18 gives. the
aoeffloi.ept inOremOpt~ due to tab deflection as a funotion
of angle o.f attack at zero elevator @efLeotion qna zero
yaw. Parts (b] and. (e) of these figures give the ooeffi-
. oient increments &ue to tab defleot$on as a funo$ion of
elevator deflection at several angles of attack. ~nd ~ero
yaw.. The da~a presented in theee flgurem were obtained
with the elevator gcp sealed with greame.
.
The angle-of-attack of the tail u~ed for presenting
Bone of the data of “figuree 9 to 18 were chosen to repre-
sent:
1. h small unatalled angle of cttack-, 2.3°
2. h large un~talled angle of ~.ttaok, 14.3°
3. An angle of attack slightly above. the stall, 27.3°
. .
4. An angle,.of attack far above tpe Btall, 47.3°
OharaUteriBtios are.presented in these figures for snail
elevator deflections at the unstalled angles of attack and
for large elevator deflections at the” stalled angles of
attaok in””order to approximate flight oondition”so
.
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. . Z’uselage Alone ana Fuselage Interference
. . .
The ltft of”’the fueelage alone is shown in figure 3
to be negligible; CL~ = 0.0003 8t. angles of attaak be-
low that at which the–tail stalls. Lt an angle of attaok
.= beoomes ().00S ma the” li.ft ooefflaientof 20°, CL OL8
. besed on tall-eurface dimensions, ”increases” gra~ually Rnd
steaaily to a maximum value of 0.009, at the largest an-
gle of attack tested.
Beoau.se of fuselage” lnterferenoe, the mgle of at-
~ack of zero lift for.all the tails (figs. 4 to 8) was
9. . . . .. . about” 1°, .?his ,int8~.0zenoe .,.ef$ectagrees palK~tat:v.31y
wtth previous experimental data. .. . . . .
.. .
The S1OPSS of all the curves of flguras..4 to 8 are
affeqted .faomewhatby an unknown interference factor.. The
slo~e of “the llft purvee In the upstalled raqge- is very
nearly that of the talJ, alone plus interferen.oe bemuse
. . the contribution to lift ‘b~the fuselage alone has al-
.. ready been sho”wn to be negligible “In this range. Above
the stall, however, some of the Inorease in”lift with an.
gle of attaok may be attributed to the fuselage (fig. 3).
As the fusela
V)
5s ~awe”d at qmalml angles e“f attaak
(fig. 3(b). a = 2. . the llft of the fueelage Increases
pos~tively. At large; angles of attack, however, the lift
decreaBem with angle of yaw. Consequently, a large part
of the increment of lift of the .fueolage-tail combination
due to yaw Is caused by the futaelage itself.
Lift Oharacterlsttcs of Fuselage-rail Combinations
Vith a sealed gap, all elevators tested showed the
slope of the llft curve CL= to be 0.053 (figs. 4“to 8).
With an unsealed gap of 0.065c, this slope was generally
sli@tly less, being about 0.051 or 0.050. Above the
stalL, the CL of”the combination increased slightly with
%ncreasine a~gle ofoattack. In the range of angles of at-
taok from 33 to 47 the increment of lift coefflolent
of the fuuelage alon~ was about 0.04 and that of the combi-
nation was about 0.10. I!he results indicate that, as the
angle of attack was increased beyond the stall, the lift
of the tnil alone plus interference dld increaee sllghtly,
as is normally characteristic of thin airfoils.
. .
Yhe effeotivsness of the various elevators tn produo-
Ing lift is practically independent of the size and the
shape of the aerodynamic balnnce. With t&e gap sealed,
the slope
‘LA was 0.029 for all blhnt-nose elevators and
0.028 for sha;p-nose elevators- regar~lesh of the sise of
overhang (figs. 4“to. 8). Unseallng %&e gap did not. change
the effeotlveness
‘LR for”elevators with a blunt-nose
Iinlcnoe. For a plain-elevator and” elevators with a eharp-
noee tielance.
‘L= .was about 10 peroeht lese with an open
gap than with a ;ealed gap. Thops r~sulte are In agree-
ment with the s~ctlon data.of .referenoes .i3to 6.
——. .-.
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At angles af attack beyond the stall”, the lift effec-
tiveness of all elevators is about “half as great as be-
fore the stall. Elevator deflections that are ineffective
in productng increments of lift beloti the stall becoue ef-
fective when the airfoil has completely stalled. (See ,
8e = ’30 in fig. 4(a) and ae = -20 $n figs. 5(a),
6(b), 7(a), and 7(b);) Thus, if the elevator can be moved
when the airplane is In spin attitudes, Increments of llft
can be obteined to upset “the”s~ln equilibriu!n and effect R
recovery. . .
The r.pprozimate naxlmum deflection to which the ele-
vator wae effeotive in producln~ an Ineren”ent of lift be-
low the ~.irfoil stall, whenodeflected in o~positton tg
the P.ngle of e.ttnck, was 30 for “a plain elevator, 20 for
a 0.35c balanced elevator, and 15° for a 0.50ce balanced
elevntor. .These llmits for the balanced elevators “me
closely associated with the unporting angle of the eleva-
tor, the engle at which the nose of the balance protrudes
above the stabilizer.
The plain elevator with open gap (fig 4(b)) and the
0.50Ce sharp-nose, balanced elevator vlth sealed gap
(fig. p(a) ) showed aearly linear effectiveness throughout .
the unstalled engle-cf-attack range for deflections to” the
llnits given. With sealed gap the plain elevator (f+g.
4(a)) showed nearlyolinear effectiveness to about. 25 de-
flection but, at 30 deflection although the elevator had
not stalled, violent separation had occurred resultlng In
a large loss In lift .effec~iveness throughout the un-
stnlled an@e-02-attack range. The 0.35ce sharp-nose,
balance&, elevator with seeled gap (fig 6(a)), the 0.500
blunt-aose, balanced elevator with sealed gap (fig. 7(a!)o
and the .O.50C sharp-nose balanced elevator with seelefi
gap (fig. 8(aY) all gave approximately linear character-
istics with elevator deflections for values below the un-
porting angle stated, when deflected in opposition to the
angle of nttack. When deflected in conjunction with the
angle of attack, however, these elevators showed large
losses in lift effectiveness at the limiting deflection,
lndic~.ting a severe separation of flow. The 0.55ce eharp-
nose, balanced elevator with open gap (fig. 6(b)), the
0.35ce blunt-nose, balanced elevator with both sealed and
open gap (figs. 5(A) and 5(b)), and the 0.50ce sharp-noses
balanced elevator with open gap (fig. 8(b)) also showed
linear lift effectiveness to the deflection llmits given
when deflected in opposition to the angle of attack. !Clle
—11
elevators of. this greup, howevesm when defleeted in con-
jugation with the aqgle-s of attack to the limits stated,
prothmed negative lift effectiveness, indloating a stalled
oondition of the elevator.
a
,-
I Thus, when la~ge axaounts of aerodynamic balance areemployed, the maximum angle to whioh the elevator may tie
deflected in conjundiiqn with the angle of attaok is less
then that for’ a pl~in $lap. This faot should be recog-
- nlzed in the design of a oontrol surface emplo~ing a . .
“ large &moudt of overhang.
. .
The var!lat~on wi~h angle of yay of lift of the tall
“alone plus interferqfica (figs. 9 to 13) wag such that, at
smmll unst~llad angles .of attack (m = 2.3 ) the inore-
ment of llft ooefficlent AOL a~used by yaw was positive
and Increased in magnituda to 48- yaw. As the angle of
yaw was increased dhzrt.her to 44 , . AOL deoreased. The ln-
cretient of lift due “to yaw ct a given angle of yaw gener-
ally became sli htly more
T Y
ositlve asotho elevator was de-
flected upvard negatively . Ak 14.3 angle of attack
the increment of tall lift coefficient due to yaw wa,s neg-
ative ~.nd Increaaed in magnitude but not llnearly, as the
angle of yaw was Increased.” At 2?7.3° and 47.3° angle of
attac?x, however, the Increuent of tail lift coefficient
.. rerminei! noerly zero up to about 20° angle of yaw. A~ the
tail was yawed farther, the ino”renent becane negative and
Increased in magnitude. Beyond about 39° angle of yaw,
tke negative inorernent of lift coefficient generally showed
a tendency to remain constant or even to dgcrease. in magni-
tude cs the tail.. ~ae ynved to the naxlmum angle” tested.
At 27.3° and .47.3. angle of attack, AOL due to yaw was
only to a slight extent de.pen+lent on elevator deflection.
The above.meatlo’ned considerations appl$ generally
to all five elevators tegted. The degree to” whzch eaoh
elevator fits these geperalit.ies is l~dicated in the aurves
for each, elevator. (See figs. 9 to 13. ) Figure 3 lndi-
oatea the part of the total change in lift of the fusela~e-
tail combination “caused @y the fuselage alone as the model
is yawed.
..
!Che variation of lift with yaw at 14.3° angle of at-
taok is such.as to inorea,se negatively the “lift%on the
tail as the airplane is yawed. ~his effect will tend to
oppose the diving moment ‘produced by the motion of.the
tail away from the region of etrong downw.ash. at the oen-
ter of the wing as the oomplete airplane is yawed.
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Lift Effeotivsness of the Zab
!!!heeffect iveqess”o”f ther”tala Inproduoing increments
of list was practically independent o~ the amount of @lle-
vator balanoe, (figs. 14 to 18). The tab was slightly
less effeotlve in ohanging the lift of the horizontal tall
surfaoe with a sharp-nose, balanced elevator than with a
plain elevator or a blunt-nose., Imlanoed elevator. This
result is apparent fron a comparison of part (a) of fig-
ures 16 “end 18 with part (a) of f!gures 16, 15, and 17.
Zhe lift effectiveness of the tab for 10° and -10°
defleotlon at zero elevator deflection was pradti.dally
ci~stant throughout the unstalled range of aagles of at-
taok. At angles of attaok beyond the stall the tab on.
all elevators .beoame less effective” la producing incre-
ments of lift. Qualitatively this is the” same result as
was found for the eleva$or effectiveness at mngles of at-
tack beyond the stall. Yor all ~levatorsothe lift effea-
tiveaess of the tab defleoted 10 end -10 wcs necrly in-
dependent of elevator deflection.
Elevator Hinge Hotients
For all elevator arrangements the v&iation of elevav
tor hin~e-mouent coefficient oh .with angle of atta~k”
and elevator defl.eotion, ao indloated An fi~%res 4 to 8D
is llnear at attitudes where the alr flow has hot separat-
ed over the flap. When tho air flow separated over the
elevator~ tho hiuge-moment coeffioieat curves beoame non-
linear and the magnitude of tho coeff.ioient increased as
separation progressed. U’.aenthe an~ire airfoil stalled
at some positive angle of attaok, the center of pressure
on the elevator moveId .*o the rear, giving rise to large
negative increments of hinge momeht.. :At angles of attaok
beyond the stall, Oh@ “ is Generally negative. and the
curv~s”of hinge-momeat coefficie~t ’as R- funotion of an-
gle of e.ttnck (figs.’4””to 8) are fairly regular. At
large stalled angles of attaok the elevator floats freely,
generally at some large negative deflection.
At unstalled angles of attaok, the elevators having
a 0035c balanoe wtth dither a blunt or a sharp nose (flgs~
6 and 67 gave appreoiab~e reductions $n hiage-moment”oo-
effioient over a plaln elevator (fig. 4)0 The sharp-nose
.mbalanoe did not give quite as small a value of Cha a8
I
I
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nope (.f$””g.
.:;“:
5(b)) $lip.”~~n~e monenttaOat IL15° a“~d -~O,~.dq-
fle”ati.oh beo&ne-.rat~,sr”’”$rTe~lar. “With:.the gay jo@gflJ~
. O% :ii tiero e~”ava%or. deflection .bocama posl.tl~e, w,hz,oh
a.”desirable. chara@MPiwtia from conslderat~o-ns of. i%ee -
“oontrol smtability.-:C.“ “
. . . . ..
. At uns%alIed ah~lbs of”nttackm the””e~evator~~ having
a 0.5000 balance with either a blunb or a sharp-nose
is
shape (figs. 7 and 8). were ovsrbalanc!ed throtigh some”.range
of deflections. With a nealed gap, the blunt-nose kleva-
tor was overlmlanoed. at small deflections. (fig, 7(a)); ‘
““ with.a~ open gap; o~qrb~lanoe dld not occur until’ greater
.thati 5 de~lection.; ‘“and; at 15° deflection, -the hinge mo-
“ meats became. irre~lar”~hnd unsatisfactory (fi~. 7(h]).
The sharp-riose elevator with the gajj both svhle”d and.u~-
setdo”d was- overbalancba.c.t deflections greater thafi 10
‘(figs. Q(a) and 8(b}); With the gap #ealed,
‘ha “for
both the llunb.nrid sharp-nose shape~ was zero but, w~th an
unoeaied gap; the, Elope became definitely positive.. “.
,“
-..
..
.
. .
~eq+usq “of overbalance, an eie+ator with a 0,.50c~
.. b%dhahg aaqnot be used without a ~eading (unbalan~i+g)
t@B, ‘.(,Ss6reference 5.) ~y..pioR6ii uso of such a.tiq~W
“..ho’~a-+a.r~”d?slreble charaotetiis.~.iqs can be obtained. ~~.or
“d~~pl-a,, ~it is evtdent from”+n .~riepection of fi~r?.s.8(b)
‘:-d .l”Q;~hatoa tab deflected-=lQ .when the elevator is de-
,“”flqct6d-15 will preventi ”o+erbalance of the elevator:
and also increase the lift a~tithis defleetion~ Thus, if a
..tab iiJ ~eared to deflect .In,the saae direotion as the el-
evator” throu@ou~ the defl.ec%$o”n-range wherein.the eleva-
tbr”la averbalmnoed, the .ov~rb”alance can be ~revented and
the lift .qff”e”ctj.venegsof th-e e~evmator am be increased.
At angle-s of attack-above the stall, su~h as are en- .
couritered in tipins, ah~ for all elevators generally bec-
ame greater than when the airfoil was unstalled. At an-
gles of attack slightly above “the stall, the slope C&
,,-- . .. . . . ...,.,-,-
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irad sometimes poeit~ve but, a% angles of attack far above
the stall, It l~a@ generally negative and of greater mag-
nitude than at angles of.attack below the. stall.
The frse-floatimg angle of an elevator at spin atti-
tudes is dependent upon the ratio of Oh= to .Ohd at
.
the angle of attack in question. Thus, because. Ch8 iS
greater ~or a plain elevator than for a balanoed elevator,
a plain elevator genera-lly trims at a smaller nega.ttve
deflection than a balanced elevator. This result. indiy,
cates that it will require more push force to start movtng
a balanced elevator off the stop to upset spin equtlilmlum
than it ::ill to start moving a plain elevator. The force
required to hold a plain elevator at zero deflection in a
spin 1s, however, greater than that required to hold a
balanced elevator of the same chord, although for eith~r
elevator the force may be greater than the pilot Ie capa-
ble of exerting.
Aa examination of figures 4 and 5 #.ndicates that,- at
the large angles of attack typically encountered in a spin,
there was at each angle o-fattack some negative deflection
at which the hinge-moment coefficient was the “same for
both a plain end a 0.35ce balanced elevator. At “more pos-
itive deflections the balanced elevator geve smaller hinge
moments, but at more negative deflections It gave greater
hinge. moaonts than did the plain elevator. ~t is evident
that there can exiet a condition where the stiok foroes of
a bal+ced elevator are greater than those of a plain ele-
vator of the same chord and plan form. This situation is
caused by the relative free-floating tendencies of t-he
vapio.ue elevators at the hi@ ang’les of attack encountered
in a spin. When the dynamic pressure in the spin is such
that. the stick forces involyed approach the maxLmum a pi-
lot is capable of exerting, it is entirely possible that
recovery c-an he xmde with a plain elevator when it cannot
be made with a balanced elevator. This situation exists
only when the deflection required to start recovery Is
nore neGative than the deflection at which each elevator
has the sane hinge-moment coeffl.ci.ent. When it is more
posltlve t~an this value, exactly the opposite situation
can esist: that is, recovery can be made with a balanced
but not an unbalanced elevator. The manner in which these
generalities apply to any particular airplane can be com-
puted from the data presented if the elevator deflection
required to upset the spin equilibrium is known.
1“
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- ‘-~h~ us~- ‘of ~a th?Z”&nK”~ Wa13- ‘pr’dsetits & “oOimeirie-n-b “and -
feasible means of reducing the stick forces encountered in
a spin to a magnltu.de the pilot is capable of applytng.
n “Figures 1’4’to 18 Zndlc”dte a tab to %e more” effeutive in
chan”gimg hinge~”momentsi at”anglbei tit attack abo’re the stall
!
thaa %elow the stalli Thus, at eph attitudes a trlmm~ng
tab deflected In the” S@ne dire’otlon”as the elevator will
- shift the. free-floating angle of any elevator in suoh a
manner as fb ‘reduoe the stick foroee. An inspection of
..
$fl@re 15. c} lndic~tes that a tr~amlng-tab deflection of
about -1”0 made the 00350 blunt-nose elevator float”at ‘
. .
about the e-ame “an$lq am il!d“the p.laln ele.va.tor.at. 47.3°” an-
gle of a%tack. “ ““ . “ -
. .
. .
A comparison of blunt-nose and sharp-nose elevators
under spin c,onditione (figs. 4 to 9) ind.ioutes that .sharp-
nose elevators ha”ve better “free-floating tendencies than
b~unt-nose elevators; that is, they float at emaller nega-
tive, deflection. The 0c.50~e bluntsnose, balanoed eleva-
tor.with sealed gap (fig.” 7(a)~ would apparently reach un-
stable equilibrium at about 20 deflection at spin’ atti-
tudes. . “ “ “ :
. .
. . .. .
Pa3ameterti “ “. .
““”Th~ values of the hin~e-nofient coefficient parameters
.presented.’ in fi~re 19(a) are for blunt-nose elevators and
ware re~a from the-curves of figures 4, 5, and 7 at O an-
gle of tittaok”or elevator deflections. In the interpreta-
tions 05 these parameters it should be remembered that sep-
aration phenomena causes nonlinearity of the curves of air-
foil aharaot”erl.sbios aqd, therefore~ the slopes.”quoted oan
apply st,r~otly .~nl$” over the “linear range at which the
slope. was lhsa9~rQ’d. .-““ ..
....... . .. .. . ..“..
..”.
Th& ‘cdrdent series” of teats indie~ted (fig. 19(6))
“ th6 follisw+tig tren-db for blunt-nose balanoei on the finite
tail sti~.fade-teeted. ~oth C% and .Ch6 deerease in mag-
. . .
nitude as the mize.of” aerodynamic bqlance is inoreased.
: As lnteryol~ted.from the test data.by meaqs of the ourves
of figi.ar?~?s : ok. becamq zero w$th.ab@t Q.33~e overhang
when the gap was uneealed.. .Likewise, ch8 beeame qero
with ap~rox~rnate~y 0.4~ce overhang., whe”n the gap was “un-
.
Bealed;. but, . ‘with open gaps .the ele~ator:wati not overbal-
anced at low deflections.with a 0.50ce overh.arig.“With
overhangs greater than Q~400e~ howev6rD the elevator was
—— —. . —
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proba%ly overbale.nczed
regarillest3 of gap.
Because the lift
affectea by unsealing.
throughout some range of de?lectlon
,
Aaracteristics” were practloal”ly un=
the gap and the hinge-moment paran- “
eters were reduced, the test–results inaicate that,-for
blunt-nose, balaaoetl elevators, a 0.005c gap is more
favorable than a sealaa gap. Yor a plain elevator, how-
ever, this result. Is not true because unsealing the gap
appreciably reduoes the lift. . Zhese conclusions are fur-
ther substantlatea by. the test results presented in refer-
ences 20 3, 4, and 5: a comparison of the measured parame-
ters with the parameters of these references is discussed
in a later seo%ion of this report.
EfSect of Yav on Zlevator Hinge
Because the current seri,es of tests
a wing on the nodel, the Characteristics
I.Ioments
were naae wtthout
of the horizontal
,tail oannot, of course, “be affeated by movement of the tail
away from the region of strong downtrash at the center of
the wing as the complete airplane Is yawed. 3eing inde-
pendent of this effect, the characteristics presentea as a
function of angle of Yaw may be oons~aered as applying to
an airplane .wh~se hor~zontai tail lies entirely-~lear–
the wing downwash or as being a com~onent part of the
tal effect for a complete airplane. This faot shoula
borne in uina ~hen interpreting the data of figures 9
13.
of
to-
be
to
As indicated in ftgures 9 to 13, angles of yaw up to
20° througho~t the unstallea~flight range ana angles of
yaw up to 10 throughout the stalled-flight range affected
only slightly the hinge-moment coefficients ofoall eleva-
tors testes. As the moael was yawea beyond 20 , the incre-
ment of hinge-moment coefficient ”causea by angle of yaw
generally was negative end increased rapialy in magnituae
up to sone criti~al value of an”glb of yaw inversely depend-
ent on the angle of attack. As the model was yawea still
farther, the negative increments of hinge-moment coeffi-
cient decreasea in magnitude and sonetines at the highest
angles of yaw testecl the Increment beoame positive. li’ig-
.ures 9 to 13 olearly indicate the variation of increment
of elevator hinge-moment coefficient as a function of an-
gle of yaw for each elevator tested. At large unstallea
anglei of attaok, the negattve increments of hinge moment
caused by angle of yaw tend to compensate “for the increaseil
17
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,. .,!
stick foroe due t’o the ‘la*&br negative elevator .de~lae-
tions required In or~er to maintain constant speed as the
airplane IS stdeta15pped when landing-
la
{
. -.“Eff”ect of .Tab on Z!levator Hinge Moments
.
With the elevator neutral, the tab was moat effea~ive
& changing th~ elevator hinge-moment,coeffioient a% O
:single of attack and became lesB effectlvd as the angle of
“ attaok lncreatie& either positively or negatively in the
unstalleii range. At angles of attaok beyond the stall,
the tab often gave $acresreats of hinge-moment ooefflclent
approaching In magnttmto the values %elow the stall.
.Parts (a) of figu=es 14 to 18 present this variation for
all elevators tested. I’igure 17(a) indicates that, for a
0.50ue blunt-nose elevator, the hiage-monetit effectiveness .
of the tab was greater beyond the stall than below the
stall but, below the stall, the Increments were much
smaller for this elevator than for the other elevators ..
tested. 3ecause of the large amount of overhang on the
o.50ce balanced elevator thts result night be eqeoted.
The variation of Increment of elevator hinge-moment
coefficient caused by ~10° tab deflection as a function
of elevator deflection (parts (b) and (c) of figs. 14 to
18) wae not consistent for the various elevators tested.
!l!here existed a tendency, however, for the increment go be
fairly constant for elevator deflections 10SS than 10 for
all elevators exoept the. plain and the 0.500e balaaced
bluat-nose elevator, which were quite erratiu. At defleo-
tloas greater thaa 10°, the Iaorements generaJ.ly beoaaie
smaller. .
Because the tab maintaias its effeotlvenees la .chang-
ing the elevator hinge -moments at angles of attaok beyoad
the stall, it can, as has been prevlamsly poiated out, be
used as a trimming device in a spin, By aa upward (nega-
tive) &efleotion of the tab the free-floating angle of an
elevator caa be reduced in a spin and, consequently, the
stlok foroes can be lowered. Thus, ,by.proper use of a
trimming tab it should be possible to recover from a spin
when, without the use of the tab, recovery might be lnl-
possible.
—.
—— .—
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Drag “
Because of the small size of the tail surface tested,
the relative drag characteristics of the various elevators
cotild not be measured with sufficient precision to make the
res~ts conclusive. The differences In drag coefficient
of the various surfaces was less than the limits of experi-
mental accuracy previously discussed- Based an the tail
area, the minixmm drag coefficient of the fuselage-tail
conblnation, however, was determined to be 0.0580 for all
elevators.
Profile-drag coefficiefits are ,presented in references ‘“
2, 3, and 5 for elevators stm!lar to the ones tested in
the present investigation. These two-dimensional-flow
data indicatec~ that the grofile -drag coeff~cient of a
blunt-nose elevator at O deflection and O angle of at-
tack was the same Eor all sizes of aerodynamic balance.
Because of the abrupt break in the control surface, a
sharp-nose balance gave an increment in minimum profile-
drag coefficient of 0.0024 for the 0.35ce overhang and
0.0042 for the 0.50ce overhang. (See references 2, 3, and
5.)
Comparison with Two-i)imensional Data
Characteristics of the plaln elevator were computed
from the two-dimensional-flow data of reference 1 modi-
fied to agree with later force-test measurements (refer-
ence 2), which are believed to be a bit more accurate. “
The llft correction for aspect ratio was made in accord-
ance with the method presented in reference 8, and the
hinge moments were corrected in the manner discussed in
reference 1. The following table compares the computed
and measured valuee of certain parameters for the plain
sealed elevator;
I
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Paranet8r
aoz .
(ii-)
=.8”
aa()XL”.”
.* J.-. .,. ,. .-., ,-
Oomwtad Valup . I
0.067
-.54 “
. .
-:0035 “ ‘“
-.0100
. -----
Meakred value
0.053
-.53
-.0009
-.0086
It-is to be expected that fugelage.interference will
affect the oharactorietiee of tho Eorl%ontal tail. The
manner of computing this effect, however, ie “as yet un-
known and, therefopep the computed parameters apply to
the isolated tail eurface rather than. to the fuselage-
tail combination tested. If It is aseumed that the fuee-
laGe interference caused the disorepency between the cou-
puted and the meaeured value of the slope of tLe lift
curve then, when the measured cLm is arbitrarily ueed
for computations of the hinge-moment coefficient parame-
ters, Ohm becomes -0.0033 and Cha becomee -0.0099.
The calculated lift effeotivenees ()
&
a~ Oz
agrees
well with the neasured value, but it Is a~parent that a
fueelage-interference factor muet be applied to correct
the calculated slope of the lift ourve, whic5 is slightly
greataa than the measured value. qhe hinge-moment parame-
ters,. however, In addition to requiring an interference
factor are probably-considerably affected by plan form
in & uanner as yet unknown. 13ecauee of these unknown fao-
tors, finite-tall-Ourfaoe character”~”stiae aomputetl from
tqo-dimensional-flow data by the method deeoribed in ref-
erence 1 dive no better agreement with meaeured values
than computations baeed on an average flap-chora ratio for
the entire surfaaq.
. . . .
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The values pf the htnge-moment parameters as a funo-
tion of aerodynamlo balance for a $Inite-aspect-ratio and
an Infinite-aspect-ratto airfoil are given in figure 19.
The plain unbalanced elevator, because it is hinged at
the center of the nose radius, does have about a 9-percent
elevator-chord overhang. This overhang, however, can con-
tribute no balancing effect because all forces normal to .
the surface of the overhang act through the hinge axis.
~he absolute magnitude of the parameters in two- and
three-dimensional flow, of course, should not be expected
to Egree. The general trend of variation of the parame-
ters with balance and the effect of gap, however, Is sim-
ilar. The point at which the curves of figure 19 oross
zero is largely dependent upon the measured value of the
parameters for a 0.50ce balanced elevator. An inspection
of ?tbxre 7 shows that the Bign and the magnitude of ch8
depend~ largely upon what deflection range In under con-
sideration. Hence , all that can be said with certainty
is that, in both two- and three-dimensional flow a 0.35ce
overhang did not produce overbalance but a 0050ce over-
hang did throughout some range of GeflectAon. With some
intermediate overhang, both section data and finite-
airfoll data indtcnted thet the elevator beoame overbal-
anced. In three-dimensional flow, Oha becaae zero with
a ma3Jer e-mount of balance than would be predioted from
sectton data.
COiiCLUSIOHS
The following general conclusions, based on the meas-
ured aerodynamic characteristics of the various tall sur-
faces tested in the current Investigation, were drawn: .
1. The lift effectiveness of the elevator was practi-
cally independent of the size and the shape of the aero-
dyna~ic balance. The effective deflection range was, how-
eper, decreased for the belanced elevators.
2. At angles of attack below the airfoil stall the
maximun deflection to which an elevator was effective in
produciag an increment of lift when defleoted in opposl-
tton to the angle of attack was approximately equal to the
unporting angle of the elevator balance and was somewhat
affected by the elevator nose shape and the gap.
——
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P Zf, stt.anglom of attaok far above the stall, the
.-,-,.
eleva~~r”- oan be ‘tiOV~&i “ilmraments of lift -oan be obtained
to effect a reoovez~ from a spin.
. .
. .
40 “ The effeot of aerodynamic bale-ace was to raduoe
3
-
the elevator .hinge .momeats so that, for a blumt nose shapOs
3
the slo~e of elevator hinge-moment ooeffioient ourve with
respeot to angle of attack beoame sero with shout 33 per-
cent elevator chord balanoe when the gap” was open and with
about 60-peroent elevator chord where the gap was sealed.
Regardless of gap or nose shape, the elevator wtth a 36-
..percent elevator-ohord overhang was not overbtilanced but,
wit’~a 0.50 elevatoz-ol%pr~ overhang, it” was always over-
balanced throughou~ ~ samge of tloflectiOns~
.
,
5; It appears poisible that recovery from a spin oan
be effected with a plain elevator and not with’a balnncea
elevator or, conversely, with a balanoed .elewrtor end not
with a plein alevat.or., depending upon the dynamic pressure
m?. the elevator deflection required to upset the spin
eql~ilibrlum. ;. ,. . .
6. Under bpin conditions, a trim” tab deflected In the
same direction as” {he elevator presents a convenient ana
feasible means of reducing the stick forces o“: an alevator
to a n~:@.tude the pilot should be capable of lmndllng.
.“
..
7. T.bs 9ffect of s.ngle of yati on the rharacteristice
of the isolated fuselage-tail combination was generally
such as t.o o?poee the effecte .on a complete airplane
ca.useclb~ mo.tlon of the tell awe.y from the region of
strong dotvnwash as the airplane is yawed.
8, Although fn.irly close ngaeement was. found between
~ha. m~asured lift characteristics and thc)b6.oomputed from
two-dimensional-flow data, an interference factor for both
lift and hinge moments is required. A plan form faotor
for hinge~moment cha+’aateristlcs. fs also zveoessary bet’ore
they oan Bs satlsf.aptoril~ oomputetl from section data.
...
9. The data Indio-p.te that, with- a control surface
having a large overhang and =n unbalancing tab, the cen-
trol forces oan be re~ucbd to any deslredmagnltude; the
stick-free stability oan be made equal to er greater
th~.n the stiok-fixed stability, and the control effective-
ness can be made equal to or greater than that of a plain
flap of the same ohortl.
Langley l{emoriel Aeronautlwil. Laboratory,
Uatlonal Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Langley Field, Va.
.
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Ralanced elevator with 0.35ce eharp none overhang.
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Ralanoedelerator with 0.5000 blunt noee overhang.
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Figure 8(a,b). - Liftand ele-tor hinge-momentcoefficientae functionsof angleof attaok
at varioueelevatordeflectionfor fueel~ and horizontaltailoombinak.ion.
Balanoedelevatorwith0.500esharpnoueoverhang.
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Figure8.- (Concluded)
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Figure10.- Incrementaof liftand elevatorhinge-momentcoefficientdue to angle of
yam an functions of angle of yaw at varioue angles of attack and elevator
deflections. 9alanced elevator with 0.35c0 blunt nose overhang and sealed gap.
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Figure12.- Incrementeof liftand elevatorhinge-momentcoofficientn due to angle of yaw
as funotionq of angle of yaw at varioue a@es of attack and elevator deflec-
tion. S.alanced elevator with 0.500e blunt no~e oterhaq and sealed gap.
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Figure 18.- Inoremente of lift and elevator hi~-moment ooefficient8 due to tab deflection
ae funotione af b~th angla of attack and elevator deflection. A 0.20ce tab on
an elevator with 0.50ce eharp noeo overhang and nealed ~p.
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(a) Values from present tests. (b) Values from references
Elevator, 0.27c; A,3.8. 2,3,4 and 5. Elevator,
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Figure 19(a,b).-Variation of hinge-moment parameters with aerodynamic
balance as measured in both two-and three-dimensional
flow. Blunt-nose balanoe.
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